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With the first discourse that happened with the first man on earth emerges dialogue that shaped criticism and nothing new could evolve to this day in the domain of literary criticism. Word comes with one meaning, multiple meaning, contextual meaning, writer oriented meaning, and so on. And the debate knows no end. But the innate structure of the word in relation to its meaning never lost its validity with an emphasis on the author. Different eras in the history responded the era-questions with the total consciousness of the period, though the answer leads to further questions but the answer in itself has the tendency to reflect what is gathered in that particular era at least in the academic paradigm.

The present paper is about the article “death of the author” written by Roland Barthes. The whole study consists of three parts. One, an analysis of the era in which this article was written, two, an analysis of the article itself, three, analysis of the article with reference to the sacred texts.

“Death of the author” was written in 1969 and before it another article “what is an author” was written by Faucoult in 1968. This shows a study about the author was a serious discourse amongst literary theorist. This period of the history is very productive in so far as the creation and establishment of fresh theories both inwardly and outwardly. With every new decade there comes a new group of theorist with a new theory. And this period is known as post structuralism or postmodernism, both these terms can interchangeably be used with the dominant mode of theorization. “Theorization of knowledge, position and practice was observed in every field.”(1) Through this theorization process it was tried to destabilize everything that was considered stable. Abrams writes “Poststructuralists challenge and undertake to “destabilize” and in many instances to “undermine” and “subvert” what they identify as the foundational assumptions, concepts, procedures, and findings in traditional modes of discourse in western civilization.”(2) What was traditional in this setting is
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the modern period which was traditional in the eyes of postmodernist. And the traditional claim is “guarantee the validity of knowledge and truth” (3)

This paradigm shift changes everything and nothing remains constant or absolute. Everything comes with the relativity of the relativity. Smith very rightly expressed this age as “with every tick of the clock the pieces of experiences come down in new array”, (4) though the Endeavour behind all this exercise is to discover a systematic and pattern oriented way of life and everyone apparently is doing the same but in heterogeneous mode and owing to this dispersed motion the already existing pattern in the least form devastated. Smith writes again “modern man is doing desperate search for a pattern. The search is desperate because it seems futile to look for a pattern when reality has become, in Roland Barthes’s vivid image, kaleidoscopic”. (5) In the words of Akbar S. Ahmad this very age is not transparent in its formation he writes “we don’t live in a world of clear images”. (6) Another feature of the postmodernist is that they feel pleasures in making and joining big verbose. They try to speak in terminology which they themselves coined and it happened that they remained alone in using them. Defining post modernist in context of language Akbar S Ahmad says “they are often trapped in a thicket of jargon, abstruse concepts and obscure terms”. (7) This reflects the age is making and manufacturing things which are not related to a systematic pattern. Structuralist or modern writers believe in words and hence texts but post structuralist writers questions about the text and its process. While discussing postmodernist thinkers in the area of language study Gullen remarks “postmodern thinkers want to question the process by which these decision were made… questioning the text, questioning the authority of human reason, is the hall mark of post-modernity”. (8)

Analysis of the postmodern era reveals that nothing is constant and, even the basic unit of communication between human beings is questioned. As language develops with the meaningful interaction of the individuals living in a society and if someone raises a question of meaning with reference to its speaker then consequently the meaningful validity of the society itself will be at stake.

This is the atmosphere in which Roland Barthes writes his famous article “death of the author”. It seems pertinent to discuss the background of this article. Western civilization achieves two important things during
The renaissance and reformation period; one, freedom, two, individualism. Freedom means freedom from meta-narratives and individualism means I am sufficient for i-ness. When these traits combine together they form a distinct worldview which is altogether different from that of traditional one. If one looks at the history of Christianity one will find that since after renaissance more than 20 thousands sects have been emerged. (ency of religion and ethics) This is a sufficient argument to prove that when individualism enjoys freedom, it brings limitless connotation of every known and established thing. These two properties reject the ultimate reality both in term of God’s existence as a Being and the way He communicates His creatures. DrNasir writes “neitshe declared “God is dead” this was actually an Endeavour to reject the real cause or single meaning that defines the existence of God. And when later on Roland Barthes entitled author as author-God and declared the death of that very author, he did nothing but repeat the words of nietshe”. (9) DrNasir further says “it is not acceptable at any level to accept any rejected aspect of Ultimate Reality”. (10) This shows that article is of importance and a threat to the religious domain. If one accepts the death of the author one will not be any more religious. For with the death of the author meanings will not only be varied in form but also disconnected in nature, one has to sacrifice the vertical positioning of text. DrGopi observes Barthes inclination in these words “at one level man’s unity is no more than a hallucination. And if it is observed minutely then every one of us would be “several”. Barthes altogether disagrees with the unity of meaning, hence in the same way he is an atheist. Everything which is non-constant and non-unified, Barthes accepts. He is also in favour of those things which contain several meanings and are centrifugal and declines all those things which are “one” in meaning and centripetal in nature”. (11) This discourse of Barthes reveals a significant thing in the structure of word meaning debate. Words are in hand of writer and once he wrote something he would not be the part of his writing and now it would be in the hand of the reader. What are the meanings of the words in the mind of the writer may not be understood similarly by the reader, reader has his own background and he will interpret the words in accordance with his previous knowledge. In the same way the situation in which the words were written may not be there at the time of reading, hence, words will give a different connotation. While introducing Barthes Dr. Gopi writes his
(Barthes) viewpoint in these words “reader is not a consumer but a producer”. (12) This suggests the superiority of the reader over the writer and reader is not an end-user but a ever-producer. After writing a certain piece of literature the writer loses his authority over the writing. Expression is the property of the writer and perception is the property of the reader. Reader enjoys multiple doors to enter into the field of reading and has even more when he comes out.

It is important here to throw light on “what is an author” before discussing in detail the aforementioned article of Barthes. Abrams defines authors as “authors are individuals who by their intellectual and imaginative powers, purposefully create from their materials of their experiences and reading, a literary work which is distinctively their own”. (13) This definition describes implicitly that an author cannot produce anything unless he could find an opportunity as his experience and words as expression of the experience. Barthes believes that writing is not subjective in nature rather it is objective and no other element can intervene in establishing its meaning. He says “we shall never know, for the good reason that writing is the destruction of every voice, of every point of origin. Writing is that neutral, composite, oblique space where our subject slips away; the negative where all identity is lost, starting with the very identity of the body writing”. (14) This is very evident statement that writing is important and not the writer. Another very significant aspect of Barthes’s approach is that he negates the origin, to him product seems important, not the producer. “The voice loses its origin, the author enters into his own death, writing begins” (15) writes he. It appears at one level he accepts the existence of the author but after the writing he says vigorously that the author is no more. Further he discusses the role of language with reference to the author. And in this very article he does not elaborate “what is language” in terms of sign, signifier and signified but he takes it in total configuration but relates it directly to the author and gives all importance to the language. He writes “it is language which speaks, not the author”. (16) As it has already been expressed that Barthes believes in “author” but he takes him as a matter of past, means he has no link to that of his writing. He writes in this connection “the author, when believed in, is always conceived of as the past of his own book: book and the author stand automatically on a single line divided into a before and an after. The author is thought to
nourish the book, which is to say that he exists before it, thinks, suffers, lives for it, is in the same relation of antecedence to his work as a father to his child”. (17) Before writing, definitely the author has to make connection between what he thinks and what would be the appropriate word for what he thought and before it what was the relationship between his experience and his thought, whether the thought is purely based on the experience in an objective form or an element of his subjectivity has got some place in framing his thought. And how much and in which way he tried to detach himself from the subjectivity or from the objectivity. These are pertinent questions and Barthes agrees to consider them but not after writing. And when he says “having buried the Author”(18) he admits the existence of the author that is why he takes him to the grave. There is a very remarkable passage in this very article which is also directly related to our concern and here Barthes goes on to this extant “we know now that a text is not a line of words releasing a single “theological” meaning (the “message” of the Author-God) but a multidimensional space in which a variety of writings, none of them original, blend and clash. The text is a tissue of quotations drawn from the innumerable centres of culture”. (19) These lines are important and suggest two different meanings; one, that the article under consideration is not relevant to the sacred text and Barthes excludes it from his criticism, two, that he does not consider a sacred text a text at all. It seems that the valid text according to him is one which contains several meaning and which needs not the authority of the author behind its execution and the reader can go either way in interpreting it and this is not allowed in religious text. For according to Barthes, giving a final meaning to a text means that you give it a final signified which is not altogether a good thing to the text, he writes “to give a text an Author is to impose a limit on that text, to furnish it with final signified, to close the writing”. (20)

As referred above that Barthes does not like to fix meaning to a text and also he does not show his inclination towards theological meaning, he makes his point of view very clear without any ambiguity while describing that “in precisely this way literature (it would be better from now on to say writing), by refusing to sign a “secret”, an ultimate meaning, to the text (and to the world as text), liberates what may be called an anti theological activity, an activity that is truly revolutionary since to refuse to fix meaning is , in the end, to refuse God and his hypostases – reason, science, law.”
(21) This means it is God who fix the meaning and if one goes contrary to this one will have no other choice but to negate God. And from the life history of Barthes we know that he was an atheist.

Another very significant aspect of the article is that he does not believe in the origin but in the destination and to him, origin is the author and reader is the destination. “A text’s unity lies not in its origin but in its destination” (22)

And finally Barthes says that no doubt in the history of criticism an importance has been given to the writer which shows the authority of the writer but this has destroyed and shattered many things and now the time has come when we should give weigh only to the reader “classic criticism has never paid any attention to the reader; for it, the writer is the only person in literature. We are now beginning to let ourselves be fooled no longer by the arrogant antiph rasical recriminations of good society in favour of the very thing it sets aside, ignores, smothers or destroys; we know that to give writing its future, it is necessary to overthrow the myth: the birth of the reader must be at the cost of the death of the Author”. (23)

This is an analysis of the article there are certain things which need to be described here briefly; no origin, subject negation, reader controls the text, text buried the author, multiple meanings, fixity is a crime, theological interpretation denied, present is important with reference to future and not with reference to past, classical criticism made us fool.

The third and final part of this paper is to study critically what does it mean by sacred text in relation to the above analyzed article? Chetan Bhatt defines sacred text in these words “the sacred text(s) are legislative, in this sense, nothing exists outside the text”. (23) This means a sacred text gives you rules and regulations of life both in individual framework and at society level and in this way you cannot go outside the text because if you do so people will have to face chaos and anarchy as every individual will assert his own opinion worthy to be executed. Therefore a text of this kind must have all knowledge and all sciences for the spiritual and temporal satisfaction of all individuals. Bhatt writes “the sacred text also has the new semiotic property of containing all knowledge and science” (24) but on the other hand Barthes view is altogether different as Dr. Wazir Agha opines “when Barthes says text contains no meaning then in other words he says that there is no meaning in the text of this universe as Ultimate Truth”. (25)
As has already been discussed that Barthes believes in destination and not in origin but all the sacred text (revealed) focuses on the origin of this universe and claims that you cannot reach the Truth unless you believe in the concept of creationism though empirically it is beyond your reach but innately you have enough signs to believe in. Barthes does not impose a restriction on his reader before reading he allows the reader to come in any way he chooses. Abrams says “in the representation of Roland Barthes the “death” of the author frees the reader to enter the literary text in whatever way he or she chooses”. (26) But a sacred or revealed text does not give you a permission of this kind. Muhammad Asad a renowned convert Muslim makes a long discussion on how to read text and finally reaches this conclusion that Hadith is a prerequisite in studying the holy Quran and if you leave it then “it becomes easier to twist the teachings of the Quran in such a way that they suit the spirit of western civilization”. (27) This is a clear manifestation that every text has some peculiar qualities and ignoring these means ignoring text.

In this paper sacred text means religious text (revealed) and if the word revealed is applied to the Bible the answer would be different as the Bible does not claim as such rather it is believed amongst Christians that it is just inspirational in nature and written down long after Jesus. A very important book written recently by Adolf Deissmann describes “the new testament came into existence through divine inspiration, that is, through divine suggestion. Or still more definitely, the spirit of God of the new testament into Apostles as if the words were dictated to them”. (28) Therefore more precisely the text contain in the Bible ruled out to be revealed. Hence in this paper the only text remains to be analyzed is the text of the Quran which claim internally and externally as the revelation of God, directly from Him through the messenger Gabrail to the prophet Muhammad (PBAH). Here a point wise list is given which makes distinction from the text in consideration.

1- Quranic revelation is vertical in nature and horizontal in scope whereas a human text is both horizontal in nature and scope.

2- Every new advancement (academically, socially, physically, etc) arises some era-questions that need to be addressed as the revelation claims all-inclusive guidance. Here interpretation of the words of the revelation may be different in different era but its acceptance as “vertical in nature” and a total consciousness remain the same.

3- Quran’s author is God Himself and He is ALL-KNOWER (time is not divided in past-present-future) so the text He gives is for all times to come equally valid in prophet’s times and future’s times.
4- Human’s writing allowed its readers with two options; one, reading with author’s mind, two, reading with text’s mind. Former is not allowed in Barthes context but the later confronts some problems in its interpretation. As all languages develop and changes structurally as well as in semantics so which meaning as interpretation would be preferred, as words have their etymology. But this is not the case with Quranic language as it has not only been studied but practiced as well (prophet’s examples).

5- The Quran is not only a text but a message of Allah Almighty to the whole mankind and on the basis of this text whole mankind will be answerable before Allah on the day of Judgment so how can Allah detach Himself after having uttered.

6- Revealed text may agree with Barthes in multidimensional interpretation in a few cases, but in all agreed or in variants cases the reader has to accept it as revealed.

The core value of the western civilization is “freedom” and in the post modern period it accompanies with “individualism” so it is observed that every new decade brings something new and unique, and often said in amazing and well furnished terminology that not only perturbed its reader but also try to produce meaninglessness in life structure. When individualism exceeds to a certain limit, it denies everything even the individualism itself. On the contrary in the traditional setting people begins with acceptance of the known and dare not reject the unknown. But after the negating of vertical position in the west, people started to believe in themselves in resolving all issues that confronts to man in either way. Though Protagorus was a man of past but what he said can be observed in this period “man is the measurement of all things” and the same can be said in Barthes style “reader is the measurement of all texts”. This means vertical positioning of knowledge is replaced with horizontal positioning of knowledge. But it ends with horizontal non-positioning of knowledge when it reaches to the “deconstructive” mind of Derrida.
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